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Feature Story

1300 On Fillmore: Living Up
to a Standard and a Promise
It has already been one year since the Fillmore
Heritage Center’s (FHC) opening to much fanfare,
publicity, and high expectation. The complex is
the end result of decades of planning and design
aimed at restoring the Fillmore district as much
as possible to the jazz and entertainment destination it had been in the past. The complex includes Yoshi’s San Francisco location, a variety of
condominiums, the Jazz Heritage Center and its
Lush Life Gallery, and the restaurant 1300 On Fillmore (1300), at Fillmore and Eddy Streets. While
many expected that having the legendary Yoshi’s
in the Fillmore district would certainly add to the
area’s desirability as well as uplift the its declining status as one of San Francisco’s major tourist
attractions, being brand new and unknown to the
general public would mean that 1300 would more
or less have to prove itself with regard to how it
would stand up to the task of taking part in the
effort to revitalize the Fillmore. The restaurant
is the result of the aspirations and work of Chef
David Lawrence and partner Monetta White. At
a press conference prior to the opening of FHC,
Chef Lawrence spoke of what the public could
expect from 1300, promising a delightful menu,
an inviting atmosphere, friendly staff, and most
importantly for the Fillmore district, a connection
to the history and historic contributions of the Fillmore by paying tribute to and honoring the supper clubs and jazz clubs of the district’s beloved
heyday. They did not disappoint: 1300 On Fillmore delivers on everything that was promised.
1300 is an amazing delight to most if not all
of the senses. It goes without saying, of course,
that in the case of an eating establishment the
most important sense is taste. Unlike too many
recent offerings on the restaurant scene, Lawrence
and White have managed to ensure that the food
does not suffer for the sake of atmosphere, though
they did not skimp on the atmosphere. It upholds

the promise to honor the clubs and performers
as well as the patrons of Fillmore past. Prior to
the opening, there was ample discussion of what
would become the restaurant’s Heritage Wall. At
the press conference Lawrence spoke of the wall
of pictures from the past that would showcase the
neighborhood during the era that earned the area
the moniker “Harlem of the West”. The result
is a lovingly designed north side wall filled with
sepia toned backlit photos depicting some of the
more historic venues and jazz artists of the 1940s
and 50s. An extensive array of photos capture
some of everyone and everything -- from Charlie Parker and his sax, Ella Fitzgerald singing, and
Sammy Davis, Jr. playing congas, to a family of
Japanese Fillmore residents, and scenes from Jimbo’s Bop City and Wesley Johnson’s Texas Playhouse. It is impressive and quite a feat considering how much is captured on not all that much
wall space. The nostalgia the photos capture offer
a sense of the magic the community held during
this time and add much to 1300’s atmosphere,
exposing the uniqueness of the environment created. The lounge’s lush environment is sophisticated and metropolitan, but includes furnish(See “Food” on page 10)

Chef David Lawrence and Monetta White, owners of
1300 On Fillmore
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John Santos

Bay Area Artist
the music of his grandparents, (Santos even played congas

Recently Julio Iglesias was quoted as follows concerning
the current state of the Latin music scene: “Latin music for me
is cha cha, tango, mambo. Latin music for me is Tito Puento,
Jorge Gilberto. Ask your mother or father what Latin music is
and they will say salsa, cha cha…I cannot say that Enrique (his
son, now well-known for pop cross-over recordings with Latin sensibilities) is a Latin artist; he’s a universal artist. Ricky
Martin - same thing. Enrique, Ricky, Christina (Aguilera), or
Jennifer (Lopez) - they have Latino blood but their music is
really Anglo-Saxon. They have some Latin rhythms …” This
is an interesting statement that addresses not only the change
in the style and popularity, but the authenticity of the music
labeled “Latin” being heard as of late. The San Francisco
Bay Area is fortunate to have many Latin music artists who
have remained true to the authenticity of this infectious musical art form. One of those artists is John Santos, probably best
known for his work as the leader of the Machete Ensemble.
Santos is both musician and educator. He is enthusiastic
about this art form as well he should be, having grown up
steeped in it from a variety of sources. He is a San Francisco
native born in the Mission District, who grew up in Bernal
Heights, not far from the Mission. He describes his childhood neighborhood as extremely diverse with families from
a variety of ethnic backgrounds. His family is of a mixed
race background, some of whom are Cape Verdean, Puerto
Rican, and Irish. He says he grew up thinking that the whole
world was this way. One might think that this would have an
impact on his musical sensibilities, but he says he was just a
kid, playing with his friends, and he didn’t think about music
at the time. During the time he was growing up, music could
be found at all the parks, mostly drummers from every kind of
background. Both grandfathers were professional musicians.
One might think that this would have led him to become a
percussionist, but again – not at this time. When he finally
did begin to play music (as a third grade elementary school
student) he started with the clarinet, a hand-me-down instrument that had first belonged to older brothers. He describes
his three years with the clarinet as his only real formal training in music. He grew bored with the instrument and became
interested in sports playing on his school baseball and basketball teams, at which he excelled. Music took a backseat to
his love for sports. The change began with Carlos Santana,
who went to school with his older brothers at Mission High.
(Santos attended Galileo.) As do most younger siblings, Santos looked to his older brothers to find out what was cool and
“hip”. His brothers came home from school excited about a
new Latin rock band that incorporated the use of timbales,
congas, and other Latin instrumentation. He, of course, was
familiar with these instruments because of his grandfathers’
work with their own bands. While he and his brothers enjoyed

with the band of one grandfather around the age of twelve)
the new sound of Latin rock captivated all of them. Santos
had had the good fortune of being mentored by his grandfather while developing his talent as a percussionist. Now that
rock music was being played with Latin drums, this gave the
instrument of his grandfather a little more credibility with the
younger, up-and-coming musicians, though Santos says that
he had already become fascinated with the music and its history. His grandfather was happy to note that Santos had an
interest in the music and taught him much about Cuban and
(cont’d on page 12)
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Literature
the last forty years or so, many born of such unions
no longer identify themselves as one race or another.
In her book What Are You? Pearl Fuyo Gaskins shares
the perspective of a number of mixed race teenagers from
around the United States based on interviews conducted
over a two-year period. Issues and topics such as dating,
families, and the double prejudice and double insight that
come from being mixed were explored. These young
people speak in their own voices about their own lives.
Gaskins, the child of an interracial marriage,
wrote What Are You? “to be a forum for mixedrace young people to share their experiences and
validate their feelings.” Gaskins grew up in California, and has lived in Hawaii and New Jersey.

Author Pearl Fuyo Gaskins (photo by Robin Holland)

Perspectives of a Mixed
Race Society
Perhaps now more than ever it is time to fully examine the issues and history of a mixed race society in
the United States. In that examination, each of us may
want to turn a light on ourselves as individuals and ask
ourselves whether we are ready to accept the fact that we
are fast becoming a society in which there may no longer
be any real way to identify people merely by race alone.
To the growing population of mixed race individuals in
the United States, changes in the process of identifying
certain demographic groups may be very welcome. It
is well past the time that we are each able to check one
single box or the other with regard to our cultural and/
or racial background, if in fact we ever really could.
While it might be difficult to point to hard statistics concerning how a mixed race society has impacted the populace from a social standpoint it can
probably easily be said that the question “What are
you?” has arisen often. As the number of interracial unions has risen by more than 800 percent over

In an interview with Anthony Yuen of the Hapa Issues Forum, Gaskins was asked what the differences as
well as the similarities were between what she experienced and what today’s mixed race teenager is experiencing. “There are a lot of similarities; that’s why I saw
the need for this book. As before, racially mixed people
today have to cope with the prejudice and ignorance of
others. They are often pressured to ‘check one box’ or
deny who they are in order to fit in. They’re still the
exotic ‘other’. Being racially mixed, you are forced to
figure out your place in the world in a way that other
people are not. But the journey can enrich your life. It
made me more self-reflective and more knowledgeable
about myself and others. It taught me to look at our society with a more critical eye and to question ideas that
most Americans take for granted. I watched some of
the people I interviewed wrestle with the same issues
I struggled with. I followed several of them over time
as they explored their racial identity and searched for
acceptance and self-knowledge in different groups. Despite some painful or difficult experiences, they, too, felt
that their lives were enriched. Like me, many of them
had made the leap from ‘there’s something wrong with
me’ to ‘there’s something wrong with society.’ For example, at 14, Chela Delgado of Oakland, California, told
me: ‘Being biracial isn’t hard because we’re confused
about our racial identity. It’s hard because everyone else
is confused. The problem isn’t us - it’s everyone else.’
It’s important for racially mixed young people to make
this leap and many of the people I talked to had done it.”
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The fact that the U.S. is a multiracial nation is neither

Literature (cont’d)

new nor recent. There has been a long history in the
United States of multiracialism. Researchers discovered that most of the African Americans free in colonial Virginia were descended not from unions between
white planters and enslaved women, but from marriages and relationships between white women, servant
or free, and African or African American men, servant,
free or slave. Some Africans were freed as early as the
17th century. Many of those free people of color migrated to the frontiers of Virginia and North Carolina,
together with other settlers. Some managed to acquire property and get a substantial start in building
social capital for their families before the Civil War.
While society historically and officially frowned
on racial mixing, a considerable amount of it occurred. One of the most famous and controversial was the relationship between Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, who was said to have
given birth to several multiracial children by him.

sus Bureau changed its method of data collection by allowing people to check off more than
one classification when identifying their ancestry.
The fact that we are so obviously a multi-cultural, mixed race society means we must also deal
with the issues of a variety of faiths, all of which
are protected under the Constitution with regard
to free worship. Issues concerning the wording of
many of the legal documents that helped to form,
shape, or regulate U.S. society have arisen many
times over the last several decades with regard
to the decidedly Christian principles with which
many of those documents have been developed.

Gaskins has also written I Believe In…Christian,
Jewish, and Muslim Young People Speak About Their
Faith, also written from the perspectives of teenagers. More than 80 percent of American teenagers
After the Civil War, southern states required physical hold some religious belief, be it Christian, Muslim,
segregation of the races in public spaces. For much of Jewish, or one of the many other religions prevathe history of the U.S. there has been an insistence on a lent in the United States. In I Believe In…, Gaskins
binary division of society into two races, mostly that of conducts in-depth interviews and intimate converWhite or Black or Colored. . In 1790, the first popula- sations with approximately 100 young Christians,
tion census enumerators were asked to classify free Muslims, and Jews about what it means to belong
residents as white or “other.” Slaves were counted to a certain faith. As an example, some of the voicseparately. By 1860, the census requested that resi- es in I Believe In… powerfully illustrate that Islam
dents be classified as white, black, or mulatto. Al- is not a faith tied to America’s enemies but rather
though by the late 20th century, multi-racialism was a belief held by many of its own young citizens.
becoming more acknowledged in the U.S., it was
not until 1967 that laws banning marriage between
As mixed race issues, religion, and religious
the races were ruled unconstitutional, most famous- conflict are often hot-button news topics, and most
ly in the Supreme Court case, Loving v. Virginia. especially so during this election year when the nation has, for the first time, the distinct possibilty
By 1990, there were more than a dozen more of electing its first mixed-race president, What Are
ethnic/racial categories on the census, reflecting You? and I Believe In… are timely reads for those
not only changing social ideas about ethnicity, who want to hear and understand what this growing
but the expanded regions of the world from which segment of society has to say with regard to where
immigrants were arriving after changes to im- we stand on racial, cultural, and religious diversity .
migration laws in the 1960s. Here in the United
For info about
States where racial mixing has been increasingly
HarlemWest or ad placement
practiced and acknowledged, with the results being a society more racially mixed and diverse than
call 415.439.8319
ever before, identification by just one category
can be difficult. It was also in1990 that the Cen-
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Bay Area Cultural Scene

The Hewitt Collection of
African-American Art

The Hewitt Collection of African-American Art
is a fifty-year culmination of the hard work of one of
the art world’s most dedicated art collecting couples.
Presented by the Museum of the African Diaspora
(MoAD), this extraordinary collection is sponsored
by Bank of America Foundation, which acquired
the collection from John and Vivian Hewitt in 1998.
The Hewitt Collection totals
fifty-eight pieces, fifty-four of
which are on display with the
exhibition. The pieces are the
work of twenty artists including
Henry Ossawa Tanner, Virginia
Evans Smit, Ernest Crichlow,
J. Eugene Grigsby (Vivian’s
cousin and one of her mentors in the world of art), Jacob
Lawrence, and Jonathan Green,
whose acrylic Easter serves as
the cover for the exhibition’s
catalogue. The exhibition has
toured extensively around the
country, with MoAD as one
of the last stops on a tour of
23 cities before the collection is permanently housed
in Charlotte, North Carolina
at the Harvey B. Gant Center
for the African American Arts.
The Hewitts began their lives
together through their shared
love of art. Though they were not wealthy, throughout
their marriage they dedicated themselves to locating,
purchasing, housing, and showcasing some of the finest
artwork and paintings by African-American artists from
the mid-19th century through the late 20th century. So
devoted were they that they spent whatever money they
received as wedding gifts was spent not on furniture
or other practical household items, but on art while on
their honeymoon. Birthdays, Mother’s Days, Christmases and other holidays were celebrated with gifts of
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art. Over their lifetime the Hewitts collected hundreds
of paintings, etchings, and sketches. So like-minded
were they in their appreciation for art that even though
they often set off in different directions when visiting art galleries, they would ironically select the same
pieces for purchase, but for different reasons. Once,
after having both selected Charles Alston’s oil pastel
Woman Washing Clothes, (below) they realized that
the pot depicted in the painting reminded them each of
a pot that had been in Vivian’s family for generations.
Her grandmother and aunts used it to wash clothes
in North Carolina. Upon seeing the painting, Vivian
immediately had strong recollections of the pot that
was later also used by
her cousins to make
applesauce; John was
drawn to the painting
because it reminded
him of that same pot,
which he’d first seen
at the first of one of
Vivian’s North Carolina family reunions
he’d attended, but
at this time was being used to fry fish.
This
particular
story also speaks to
the history that is often captured in the art
seen in this exhibit.
There are many depictions of everyday
African-American
life in the United
States. From Green’s
Easter to Alston’s
Woman Washing Clothes, to Smit’s Harlem Games,
to Lawrence’s Playing Records, it is obvious that everyday life had a huge impact on the work created
by each of these artists during their respective times.
At a recent press conference launching the
MoAD exhibition, Mrs. Hewitt expressed that the
collecting had been an adventure, which started
with their honeymoon collecting and went on until 1998. They were fortunate to have some im-

Bay Area Cultural Scene (cont’d)
to be seen by millions. Says Mrs. Hewitt, “So
many people, through the generosity of Bank of
America, will now have the opportunity to learn
about and appreciate the outstanding contributions
of some of the greatest African-American artists.”
The Hewitt Collection of African-American
Art will be on exhibit at MoAD (685 MissionStreet, SF) through January 11. For more infor-

mation call 415-358-7200 or visit moadsf.org.

pressive guides along the way.
John’s sister
Adele Glascow, operated an art gallery in Harlem from
the 1950s into the 1960s. There the Hewitts met and
became friends with many celebrated artists, musicians,
and authors of the day. In addition to Grigsby being a
cousin, Vivian was also a relative of John T. Biggers, a
muralist and art professor at Texas Southern Univer-

sity. Many of the artists whose work is shown in the
collection traveled in the same circles, often coming
together to discuss art and politics. By the late 1970s

the Hewitts had begun hosting exhibitions in the New
York brownstone they’d had specially designed to showcase their personal collection of books and artwork. Their
first exhibition was the work of Alvin C. Hollingsworth
who told them that he’d sold more art in one Sunday
at their home than his agent had in an entire year. The
Hewitts’ exhibitions became what New York art gallery
owner June Kelly described as a salon, hosting a variety
of doctors, eductors, politicians, and others who were beginning to develop an interest in the collection of fine art.
Eventually the Hewitt’s needed to find a permanent
home for their expansive collection. When NationsBank
(which was eventually purchased by Bank of America)
approached them with an offer to purchase fifty-eight
of the works and put them on tour, they not only found
an answer to what to do about housing the work in the
future, but it presented the opportunity for the work
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Top left, Jonathan Green’s ‘Easter’; top right, Elizabeth Catlett’s ‘Head
of a Woman’; bottom right, Ann Tanksley’s ‘Canal Builders II’

Theatre
Mickala Cheadle
Mickala Cheadle is an Oakland born, up and coming vocalist, songwriter, and actress. As a child she attended school
in Berkeley before her family moved to Manteca. While she
didn’t participate in music or any performing arts programs
in school, Mickala has had some extraordinary experiences
with programs outside of school that
have helped her to develop and
hone her talents. At a very early
age she was enrolled in the Young
Musicians’ Program (YMP) at UC
Berkeley each summer for a period
of eight years. While in the program
she concentrated on vocal studies,
in addition to some concentration
on learning to play the piano. She
decided to focus on vocals because
even though she’d learned to play
piano, she was not comfortable with
it. She states that as a songwriter
she sometimes utilizes the piano, but
mostly relies on the skills of others
to help her complete compositions.
Today Mickala performs as a
vocalist on the local club scene.
As a child she dreamed of becoming the proverbial singing superstar, but has become more realistic
and pragmatic about her goals as a
vocalist, choosing to allow her talent to lead her to places where she
might be more successful. However, she still harbors a desire to one day complete her own CD. She would like to
share her talent with a larger audience than she has thus far.
In addition to performing, Mickala has recently found
herself working as the musical director at Amelia Earhart
Elementary school for their production of Willie Wonka and
the Chocolate Factory. She describes the experience as fun,
but finds she must remind herself not to push the students
too hard too fast. She says that there is a fine line between
helping them to reach the level at which they need to be in
order to perform in the production and recognizing that they
are sometimes not ready to go to that level. Describing herself as a perfectionist with regard to vocal performances, she
says that it is a challenge to make herself pull back and give
the students the room they need to advance at their own pace
but with her guidance. She describes teaching as a learning
experience for herself as well as the students she’s been assigned to direct. She is learning to be patient with the students, who may not be as passionate about singing as she was
when she was in their age group. Having been raised by a
father who is also a vocalist, she realizes that some of her
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overly enthusiastic approach may be directly related to the
push he gave her when he realized that she had a gift for singing. He would push her to be at her own personal best regardless of what others around her may have been doing. Mickala
believes that he may recognize what her full potential is better
than she herself does. She says though he was tough, he has
helped her to become very disciplined about her performances.
Mickala has previous experience as a vocal coach through
her work with a group from the
church she attended. Starting at
the age of 15, Mikala traveled
with Imani Community Church
on one week long yearly summer trips to Limon, Costa Rica to
teach music to adults and children
so that they could perform at their
worship services. She found the
experience to be enriching from
a variety of standpoints, though it
sometimes disrupted her training
with YMP. She says that living
and working in Costa Rica was
somewhat of a culture shock,
but because she’d taken Spanish
courses in high school, she says
she thankfully was not at a loss
when she needed to communicate.
As stated earlier, Mickala is
passionate about singing and says
she can not think of what else in
the world she would do if she didn’t
sing. She comes from a very musical family. In addition to
her father, her mother also sings as do many aunts, cousins,
and other relatives. Mickala prefers classic R&B recordings
to today’s recorded offerings, citing Stevie Wonder as her favorite vocalist. She says that this has been the case for as
long as she can remember. As a child she would deliberately seek out his CDs, asking her father to play them for her.
Mickala had the opportunity to participate in her first
stage play at an early age, where she discovered she had a
natural talent for getting into character and delivering performances that got people’s attention. She says she is completely comfortable on stage. In December, Mickala will
perform in the African-American Shakespeare Company’s
production of Cinderella at the African American Art and
Culture Complex’s Buriel Clay Theatre. She will take on
the role of Cinderella’s fairy godmother, which she is very
excited about, stating that the part is humorous and offers
another opportunity to expand as a performer. For more
information about this performance, contact AAACC at
415-922-2049
or
visit
aaacc.org.

Milk: Never Blend In

Film
Milk was born and raised in New York where he acknowledged his homosexuality as an adolescent. He moved
to San Francisco in 1972, residing in the Castro district,
a community largely made up of gays and lesbians. He
opted to run for city supervisor in 1973. His campaign
earned media attention but was considered brash and outrageous. While he garnered some votes, they were not
enough to be elected. He campaigned again in the next
two supervisor elections, dubbing himself the “Mayor
of Castro Street”. He was elected city supervisor in 1977.

Sean Penn as Harvey Milk
His life changed history, and his courage changed lives. In
1977, Harvey Milk was elected to the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors, becoming the first openly gay man to be voted
into major public office in America. His victory was not just
a victory for gay rights; Harvey Milk changed the very nature
of what it means to be a fighter for human rights and became,
before his untimely death in 1978, a hero for all Americans.
Academy Award winner Sean Penn stars as Harvey Milk
under the direction of Academy Award nominee Gus Van Sant
in the new movie filmed on location in San Francisco from an
original screenplay by Dustin Lance Black and produced by
Academy Award winners Dan Jinks and Bruce Cohen. The film
charts the last eight years of Harvey Milk’s life. At the age of 40,
Milk and his partner Scott Smith (James Franco) relocate to San
Francisco, where they start a small business in San Francisco’s
Castro district. Milk surprises Scott and himself by becoming
an outspoken agent for change. He seeks equal rights and opportunities for all, and his great love for the city and its people
brings him backing from young and old, straight and gay, at a
time when prejudice and violence against gays was openly accepted as the norm. With vitalizing support from Scott and new
friends and volunteers, Milk plunges headfirst into the choppy
waters of politics. Soon, he is known all across the city and
even beyond, but his persistent determination to be a part of city
government drives him and Scott apart. Milk makes a fourth
run for public office; the latest campaign is a success, as Milk
is elected supervisor for the newly zoned District 5. Milk serves
San Francisco well while lobbying for a citywide ordinance
protecting people from being fired because of their orientation
and rallying support against a proposed statewide referendum
to fire gay schoolteachers and their supporters; he realizes that
the fight against Proposition 6 represents a pivotal precipice for
the gay rights movement. At the same time, the political agendas of Milk and those of another newly elected supervisor, Dan
White (Josh Brolin), increasingly diverge and their personal
destinies tragically converge. Milk’s platform was and is one
of hope – a hero’s legacy that resonates in the here and now.
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Milk served almost eleven months as supervisor and was
responsible for passing a stringent gay rights ordinance in San
Francisco before he and Mayor George Moscone were assassinated by White, another city supervisor and former police
officer. While White and Milk began on amiable terms (with
White even supporting some of Milk’s political initiatives),
they seriously disagreed with each other concerning a zoning
issue. Subsequently, White often came into opposition with
Milk and other Board members. White expressed dissatisfaction with the “corrupt” inner-workings of San Francisco city
politics, which lead him to resign as supervisor. However,
supporters lobbied him to withdraw his resignation and seek
re-appointment from Moscone. Moscone refused at the urging of Milk and others. On November 27, 1978, White went
to San Francisco
City Hall to meet
with Moscone to
make a final plea
to get his job back.
When Moscone
denied his request,
White shot and
killed him. White
then walked over
to Milk’s office
and shot him five
times, killing him.
White was convicted of manslaughter rather
than first degree
murder after his
lawyers argued that he suffered from diminished capacity
due to depression at the time of the killings and therefore was
not capable of premeditation. Among several factors cited
as leading to White’s depressed state was his consumption
of mostly junk food in the months prior to the murders. The
manslaughter conviction resulted in street riots in the Castro
district. After serving five years of a seven-year sentence,
White returned to San Francisco in spite of then mayor Dianne
Feinstein’s public statement asking him not to do so. White
later committed suicide by carbon monoxide poisoning.

Cool Happenings

Sculptor John Atkin’s
‘Hard Bop’ Unveiled at
Fillmore Center
Sculptor John Atkin’s stainless steel sculpture, entitled Hard Bop, was unveiled October 25 as the centerpiece of the Fillmore Center. Many of Atkin’s sculptures
have been seen and displayed globally. Most recently, his
Strange Meeting was placed at Beijing’s Olympic Park.
A collaboration between a number of entities which
include Atkin, The Laramar Group, the Fillmore Center , and Sculpturesite Gallery, Hard Bop is designed
to reflect the multi-cultural dynamic of Fillmore’s
famed jazz district as well as resonate ideas relating
to the jazz legacy of the area. It references musical
instruments as well as discreet structures that underpin the writing of music, such as a staff. Says Atkin,
“The concept of movement in Hard Bop was derived from the notion of musical rhythm and in particutlar the movement of a conductor’s baton. The
concept of musical instruments became more significant and the overall form evolved in such a way that
it became a blend of several intrinsically linked factors: a non-specific instrument, rhythm, printed music sructure, and (the) essence of human interaction.”

munity - an important factor in the strategic planning for the sculpture and street furniture he was also
commissioned to design to accompany the sculpture.
Atkin became aware that Fillmore’s previous urban
planning had eroded the “sense of place” that Black communities felt about the area, creating an exodus of the
people that had made the Fillmore a vibrant center for
modern jazz and other aspects of contemporary life. It
was agreed that the new Fillmore Center was to be a place
that brought the community together, a place where people could meet and interact within a stimulating environ
ment, thereby enabling the area to once again become a
neighborhood world renowned for all the best reasons.
The signature piece to the Fillmore Center had to “amplify the positive aspects of the site as a whole, integrating a space into a place where friends and the community
could once again meet and socialize, discuss and debate.”
For more information on the Fillmore Center contact
the Jazz Heritage Center at (415) 346-0961 or visit
jazzheritagecenter.com

Atkin said that being an outsider was extremely useful because he could look at the area of the sculpture’s
proposed placement and talk to the people of the community for without being associated with the web of
politics and policies that urban design usually entails.
He reflected on numerous conversations he’d had with
locals. His interpretation of the space was as much a response to conversations he’d had with community representatives as with what he could find on the Internet.
Atkin’s approach was to ensure that the sculpture fit the proposed plaza space. He found that his
offering appealed to the judging panel because it involved an inter-disciplinary and urban design that used
fine art expertise as a focal point for the structure of
the space. Community engagement and workshops
within the Fillmore district ensured an integrated approach that was inclusive of the entire Fillmore com
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John Atkin’s ‘Hard Bop’

Food
ings that are warm, homey, and comfortable; you could
easily be in someone’s living room. While this is not a
totally unique approach to interior design for jazz lounges, it seems to work better at 1300 than other venues,
perhaps because of the sense of familiarity the pictures
on the wall provide. Behind a well stocked bar is another tribute to the Fillmore in the form of a video presentation with more photos from the Fillmore of the past.

to the Fillmore by his need to get a haircut. He’d found that he
couldn’t find anyone in his San Mateo neighborhood who could
cut a Black person’s hair. After asking around, he was pointed
in the direction of Fillmore’s famed Chicago Barbershop; he has
been engaged in the community in some way ever since, both
as resident and merchant. Through 1300, Lawrence has worked
with youth in the community by offering those who wish to do
so the opportunity to come in and observe the business from
from and insider’s perspective when possible. He also uses such
opportunities to point to the people and businesses from the past
featured on the Heritage Wall to offer youth insight into the history of the community in which they live, many of whom were
unaware of just how much the Fillmore community contributed
to the world of jazz and music in general. Moreover, he and
White want them to realize that owning your own successful business in your own community is not only possible, but has been
done before, and therefore can be done again if they so choose.

Chef Lawrence utilized his training in classic French
cuisine to design a menu that he describes as North meets
South, which combines the familiarity of southern soul
food with a few upscale twists. Many soul food standards can be found on the menu – fried chicken, ribs,
pork chops, and grits, all creatively prepared and presented. In fact, Lawrence may have possibly singlehandedly elevated the social status of grits. His is actually an
exciting version of this often bland southern staple. A deBoth White and Lawrence believe that 1300 provides a
liciously creamy concoction, prepared with either prawns
place
for people from different backgrounds to mingle, as well
or wild mushrooms, it has become a favorite with patrons.
as the opportunity for the community as a whole to become
In observance of its first year of operation, HarlemWest more connected. Lawrence says he is encouraged by the fact
spoke with Lawrence and White to get their perspective on that a variety of people who are from the Fillmore but from
what they feel has been accomplished with 1300, and what different social and economic backgrounds have sat down to
some of their vision is for the future. While Lawrence was dine at the restaurant and discovered that they have more in
born in London to Jamaican parents, White is a third genera- common than they thought. Both he and White consider this to
tion San Francisco native with roots in the Fillmore commu- be a plus for a community as diverse as is the Fillmore. Chef
nity, having lived in the area until the time she was a toddler, Lawrence says that great food and a comfortable atmosphere
and returning to go to George Washington High; she and Law- in which to be amongst good friends are key to a good dining
rence now live together in the community they service. Prior experience. He also includes consistency as part of the formula.
to meeting Lawrence and opening 1300, White had a career 1300 delivers all of these. In the year since its opening, it has
in events marketing. She and Lawrence met at a reception for received consistently good reviews by those whose opinions
those in the hospitality industry she was hosting. While she count most – the patrons and community members who visit.
was drawn to the restaurant business through her relationship
with Lawrence, she expressed that as an African American
San Francisco native she had always been interested in the
ownership of a business such as 1300, which she felt would
enhance and somewhat complete the restaurant scene in San
Francisco. She questioned why a city such as San Francisco
didn’t have an establishment that featured fine dining in African American cuisine. She also desired to have a place where
community members could have a place to meet when they
wanted to go out, or where they could take visiting friends.

Lawrence says part of his influence to enter into a career
in the culinary arts was the fact that his father was in the
business. His was a single father who was often at work.
Lawrence says he learned to cook because he was often responsible for feeding himself and his younger brother, which
also contributed to his desire to learn to cook professionally. He first came to the Bay Area in 1986 to visit with
friends from England. During the visit he bumped into a
friend who owned a restaurant in San Mateo; he came
back eighteen months later to work with him. He was lead
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Puerto Rican dance music; the term Latin jazz had not yet
been coined. His musical education with his grandfathers and
his interest in Latin rock took place around the same time. He
lived in two worlds – the world of traditional music played by
his grandfathers and the new music of the Latin rock scene.
Santos was into both. Conga drums garnered his attention
and he realized that what he was learning from his grandfather
was instrumental in shaping what he played with Latin rock
musicians. He began to ask more questions; his grandfather
directed him to the many recordings he had of Latin music as
well as recordings by other Latin artists that he did not have
in his possession at the time. By the time he was in his teens,
Santos had an extensive collection of recordings he’d inherited from his grandfather as well those he purchased himself.
Santos’ world of music began to expand beyond what he was
hearing around him, which was basically whatever was popular at the moment. When he was legally able to do so he began
to attend local clubs to get a feel for what others were playing
and to further educate himself about the music for which he
was beginning to develop a passion. However, he was most
influenced by his grandfathers, with whom he spent a lot of
time; they played for their own enjoyment while educating
him about the history of the music and preparing meals in the
kitchen. Besides the time he spent with his grandfathers, he
was also greatly influenced by the Latin rock band Azteca (with
front men Pete and Coke Escovedo) in addition to Santana.
Eventually, Santos’ interest led him to study the history
of jazz in general as well as what was later being termed as
Latin jazz. Santos has researched very carefully the musical connection between Africa, the islands of the Caribbean
and Jamaica, and New Orleans. On his web site (johnsantos.
com) he is quoted as saying: “Latin jazz is at the forefront
of an international barrier-breaking process which is a tribute
to its powerful spiritual roots. Unfortunately, and largely due
to its humble ‘ethnic origins,’ this vital form of expression
has been relatively ignored in terms of historical recognition
and documentation, despite its surprising role in American
pop culture and its obvious recent successes. As with any art
form that has been packaged, marketed and over-commercialized (sold back to the people who created it, in many cases),
we are served a constant barrage of formula and uninspired
work that does not reflect or recognize the profound history
and relevance of the form. Of all the diverse forms of Latin
American music, Latin jazz is the most direct and influential
link to the music of the United States. Its history runs parallel to that of North American jazz, having been created in the
Caribbean community of which New Orleans (the birthplace
of jazz) is such a vital part, in New York City, the creative
music capital of the world, and other American urban centers.
The origins of Latin jazz are largely Cuban, drawing upon African and European roots. Considering New Orleans’ Caribbean roots and the millions of transplanted Afro-Caribbeans
in New York, is it far-fetched to consider jazz itself to be of

Caribbean ancestry? Although the music has evolved beyond
any boundaries of nationality, color, sex, etc, it is vital to acknowledge and understand the Afro-Latin nature of this form
of expression, as it represents the very identity and history of
Afro-Latinos. Contrary to popular belief in the United States,
jazz did not develop solely in this country and Latin jazz is
not a novel recent appendage related to the current popularity of World Music. The indisputable truth is that jazz and
Latin American music are branches of the same tree that have
borrowed freely from one another since the late 19th century.
Today’s interpreters of Latin jazz are of all ages and colors.”
For twenty-one years John Santos was one of the most
celebrated American artists who remained true to the authenticity of this vibrant musical art form through his work with
the internationally known and Grammy nominated Machete
Ensemble which he founded in 1985. They recorded and released a total of nine CDs, mostly on Santos’ Machete Records
label. The Machete Ensemble disbanded in 2006 due to economic reasons. However, Santos has made a name for himself
and continues with his work in a myriad of other ways. He is
widely respected as one of the top writers, teachers and historians in the field and is a member of the Latin Jazz Advisory
Committee of the Smithsonian Institution. He has conducted
lectures, workshops and clinics in the Americas and Europe
since 1972. He has contributed to the international magazines
Percussive Notes, Modern Drummer, Modern Percussionist,
and Latin Percussionist. The San Francisco Bay Area community in which he still lives and works has presented him
with numerous awards and honors for artistic excellence and
social dedication. Santos is also a distinguished and creative
multi-percussionist (playing congas, timbales, bongos, maracas and claves, among other percussion instruments) and
recording artist. He has worked with a variety of notable musicians and recording artists which include Bobby Hutcherson, Lalo Schifrin, Santana, Yma Sumac, Linda Tillery, Cal
Tjader, Danilo Perez, Ignacio Berroa, Omar Sosa, Jon Jang
and Charlie Hunter. He is currently performing and recording extensively with a Latin jazz quintet under his own name.
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